Physical Education

Computing
Our computing unit is called, “I am a
Director”.
Our weekly computing lessons will be
linked to our IPC topic, but with a focus
on giving pupils the ability to become a
presenter. They will create fun and user
friendly videos to engage others in Esafety. Finally, they will be presenting
these on their own PRIVATE YouTube
channel and class Blog.

Religious Education

The children will have P.E. every Friday
with the coaches. Children will need to
wear their PE kits to school. The children
will be taking part in ball sports.
In addition, 2G will need to bring in PE
kits on Thursdays and 2B will need them
on Tuesdays for PE with their class
teacher.

Please Remember

Our focus this term is Christianity, the
children will learn about growing up in a
Christian family.
They will reflect on their own family
lives and what is important to them.
Children will also discuss the similarities
between different upbringings.

Maths and spelling home learning will
be sent home every Friday. Homework
must be returned on Wednesday in time
for marking. Please also remember to
complete your child’s reading journal
each week. Children may include their
own comments too.
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Reading

IPC Topic
As our topic is People of the Past, our main
subject focus will be History, we will be;
• Exploring the decisions that rulers had to
make in the past.
• Finding out about famous explorers using
maps and role-play.
• Comparing what life was like at different
times in the past.
In Science, we will explore
famous inventions from the
past by designing, making and
testing the functionality of our
own telephones.

PERSONAL LEARNING GOALS
cooperation

RESILIENCE

morality

enquiry

communication

Children will be encouraged to improve
their comprehension skills this term,
focusing on their ability to
discuss a character, their
feelings or make
predictions about familiar
texts.

Writing

REMEMBER OUR IPC

Adaptability

Thank you for all the donations made to
enhance our class book corners, there are
reams of exciting new books for the children
to explore in DEAR time twice a week.

We will focus on writing recounts about
historical figures. Children will be describing
their achievements and discussing the
context of their explorations, inventions or
scientific breakthroughs.
In addition to weekly writing lessons,
children will undertake regular short
grammar focus sessions.
In RWI spelling we will be moving onto a
new unit, focusing on spelling patterns,
which link to the weekly spelling tests.

respect
thoughtfulness
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Mathematics
Children will be able to access a greater
range of targeted maths quizzes, using the
latest iPad technology, to engage everyone
in mental maths.
In our ‘Maths Meetings’ we will practise
strategies for answering questions that
apply our learning in number, shape, space
and measure.
During our maths lessons this term we will
be completing units on:
·

Data handling

·

Multiplication

·

Division

How can you help me at home?
Help me practise spellings for our weekly test,
by focusing on each week’s spelling rule.
Keep up to date with the ‘Reading Journal’
with comments by children and adults at least
twice a week.
Ensuring Maths home learning is completed to
ensure that your child consolidates their
weekly maths topic.

